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ABSTRACT
With the evolution of cryptography in the twentieth century, clas-
sical ciphers (transposition ciphers) are gradually being pushed out
because it now possesses low security ratings, however we can still
salvage them, as they have other desirable and admirable quali-
ties which include: easy of design, medium technical know-how
and low computational power and it is to achieve this that this
study; “A three layer permutation Cryptosystem using a modifica-
tion of Transposition cipher and two layers content permutation for
Wills” was carried out . The aim of this study is to make columnar
transposition more secure and relevant so that companies with
low technology budget and know-how be secured from known
cryptosystem attack. The method used to achieve the above aim is
adding to columnar transposition the technique of rail cipher, this
affected the sequence of transposition, and lead to a new encryp-
tion equation and function. Cryptanalysis was carried out using
various tools (Cryptool 2, Dcode and Countwordsfree) and parame-
ters, using a transposition decoder the cipher text gotten using the
traditional transposition cryptosystem decrypted with a hundred
percent word and character accuracy whilst using the improved
system gave a thirty percent accuracy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Information is very vital and should be kept secured through net-
works [1], however the threats to devices in a networked environ-
ment keeps on metamorphosing because of the variety in network
devices, protocols, and configuration [2]. This is particularly more
difficult for industries who are not in the technology industry but
make use of electronic data.

Cryptographic algorithms play an important role in the security
architecture of any communication network [3]. With the rapid
growth of Internet, global information tide expends the applica-
tion of information network technology. It also brings about great
economic and social benefit along with the extensive use of this
technology. However, because Internet is an open system which
faces to public, it must confront many safe problems. The problems
include network attack, hacker intruding, interception and tamper-
ing of network information which lead huge threat to Internet [4].
Information encryption and decryption systems are used to move
information security forward making data secured from external
attacks, this provides a higher level of guarantee, such that the data
that are encrypted cannot be gotten and altered by unauthorized
parties in the event of theft, loss or interception.

Cryptography, which is the broad terminology that houses en-
cryption and decryption, is the science and art of making commu-
nication systems secured from attacks. The term is gotten from the
Greek words: ‘kryptos’ means “hidden” and ‘graphos’ [5], [6]. There
are two common approaches used to create ciphers systems, they
are; substitution and permutation. Substitution substitutes plaintext
characters or strings of letters by letters or numbers or symbols.
Permutation uses the plaintext message letters but repositions their
order [7] therefore the characters in the ciphertext are the same
amount with those in the plain text, they are just put in different
positions .

In cryptography, a transposition or permutation cipher is a cipher
in which the order of the letters are altered, some sort of permu-
tation, therefore instead of replacing the letters with other symbols
as in substitution ciphers [8], [9]. Permutation cipher works by
dividing a message into a fixed size blocks, and then reordering the
letters within each block based on a fixed permutation, say P. The
key to the transposition cipher is simply the permutation P. So, the
transposition cipher has the property that the encrypted message,
that is to say that the, ciphertext contains all the characters that
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were in the plaintext message. It can be said that, the unigram statis-
tics for the message are unchanged by the encryption process [5].

The size of the permutation is called the period. Looking at an
example of a transposition cipher that has a period of six 6, and a
key P= {4,2,1,5,6,3}. In this case, the message is broken into blocks
of six characters, and after encryption the fourth character in the
block will be moved to position 1, the second remains in position 2,
the first is moved to position 3, the fifth to position 4, the sixth to
position 5 and the third to position 6 [5].

To achieve authentication and non-repudiation using cryptog-
raphy, digital signatures are used. In other words, to assure that a
specific person/device has sent a specific message, it needs to be
digitally signed, just like letters would be imprinted with a special
seal and signed by hand of the sender in former times. A digital
signature is a method for digitally signing data with, perhaps even
more, certainty of identity than a handwritten letter. Formally, this
authenticates the message sent, ensures that the sender cannot
deny having sent it and also ensures senders identity [10]. There
are essentially two types of digital signature algorithms, those that
require the original message as input for the verification algorithm,
and those that do not. In the latter case, the original message is
recovered from the signature itself [10]. Other researchers have
tried to improve the encryption security of transposition cipher
and have managed to improve results.

Even though the world has enjoyed tremendous advancement in
technology, and by extension cryptography over the years [11] the
end for classical cryptography is not yet here, hybridizing classical
ciphers [12], [13] would be key to keeping them relevant. This paper
is divided into four sections, section 1, which would introduce the
subject, give a background to the study and review related literature,
section 2 shows the methodology used to achieve the results gotten
from testing which is what the third section is about, finally the
fourth section is the conclusion and further works.

2 RELATEDWORKS
A. Cryptography - Data Encryption

Datum (plural Data) in its simplest form of understanding refers
to information (Bard) that is collected together for reference and
analysis, but it goes beyond that as information is actually processed
data. Raw data also referred to as source data are data that has not
been processed. There are different forms of data which include Big
Data, Time-stamped data, Machine data. Encryption is the process
of converting information or a message which is referred to as
plaintext into a difficult unreadable form called ciphertext by using
an encryption algorithm. [14], [15] .

Cryptography or cryptology (from Ancient Greek krypts “hid-
den, secret” and graphein, “to write”, or “study”, respectively) is
the practice and study of techniques for secure communication
in the presence of third parties. [6], [16]–[18] .The method of en-
crypting any text in order to conceal its meaning and readability
is called cipher. It is derived from the Arabic word sifr, meaning
zero or empty. In addition to ciphers meaning in the context of
cryptography, it also means a combination of symbolic letters as in
letters for a monogram which is a symbol made by combining two
or more letters [17]. Cryptography is one way to conceal a message
(confidential data) so that it is not easy to read or understood by

people who are no right to access it [12]. The term “Confidential
data” typically denotes data classified as restricted, according to
a specific data classification scheme needs to be properly secured
via any secured mechanism that will not reveal it presence to an
unauthorized party, if measures are not put in place to secure data
then an attacker can take compromise the data. [19], [20].

It is important to note that security does not prevent unautho-
rized access to a system; it only makes such access much difficult
and this is what cryptography is known for. In today’s unsafe and
increasingly wired world, cryptography plays a vital role in pro-
tecting communication channels, databases, and software from
unwanted intruder [25].

Below are the four parts of all cryptographic process.
Plaintext: Clear text or unscrambled text to be sent to another per-

son or entity over the network. It could be a simple text document,
personal information, a simple text document to be transmitted
over the network.

Cipher text: Cipher text refers to information that have been
scrambled and difficult to understand by others unless with the
knowledge of the correct key e.g. encrypted text to be transmitted
over the network.

Key: This refers to formula, mathematical value or process that
can be used to encode or decode a message. Keys are used to convert
messages or information to a cipher text.

Cryptographic Algorithm: This could take a form of formula
which can be used to encrypt or scramble a plain message into a
form that cannot be easily understood by anybody unless with the
knowledge of the key [22].

B. Columnar Transposition
Columnar transposition is arguably the most commonly stud-

ied of the transposition ciphers [27].To encrypt a plaintext, first
copy the plaintext, character by character, into a rectangle (m by
n matrix). The width of the rectangle becomes the length of the
key. At the top of the rectangle, enter in the keyword, and on top of
the keyword, write down the numerous corresponding numerical
characters. Note that sometimes the last row of the rectangle is
incomplete, this makes the transposition is longer (by one row).
This situation is known as an incomplete Irregular Columnar or
transposition rectangle Transposition. The case where all columns
are of the same span, and all the rows are filled up, this is known
as the Complete Columnar Transposition (CCT) [8].

To encrypt: Plaintext is written horizontally in k columns, and
is then transliterated vertically column- by-column,

Example: Encrypt NOTHING IN THE WORLD IS MORE DAN-
GEROUS THAN SINCERE IGNORANCE AND CONSCIENTIOUS
STUPIDITY with a secret key of k = 9 columns.

Solution: Write down the plaintext in a horizontally format oc-
cupying 9 columns as follows:
N O T H I N G I N

T H E W O R L D I

S M O R E D A N G

E R O U S T H A S

I N C E R E I G

N O R A N C E A

D C O N S C I E N

T I O U S S T U

I D I T Y
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The cipher text is therefore: NTSES NDTIO HMRIO CIDTE
OONROOIHWRUCANUTIOES ENSSYNRDTRCCSGLAHEEI
TIDNA IAEUN IGNGN NP [28].

Transposition ciphers are stronger, more robust than simple
substitution ciphers. Nevertheless, if the secret key is short in length
and the message is long in length, then numerous cryptanalysis
techniques can be applied to break such ciphers [29]. This argument
applies to the columnar cipher, however rather than direct trans-
positioning of the columns, the rows would be divided into equal or
near equal parts, depending on the average length of paragraph, line
or string in the plaintext, and texts would be concatenated across
paragraphs till it equals the number of the first paragraph, this
would not yield the plain text if when the cipher text is arranged
according to the key.

1. Rail Fence Cipher
Historically, Rail Fence is one of the classic cryptosystems

worked by substituting the position of the characters, it also called
Transposition Cipher by some researchers [8]. Transposition ci-
phers rearrange the letters of plaintext without replacing them
with another character [9], [30]. It is called Rail fence because of
its fencelike appearance, this cryptosystem was used in the early
years of cryptography [27].

Rail Fence cipher was gotten from Polybius square modeling.
However, in Rail Fence, the ciphertext does not follow the Polybius
regulation. He formed his trajectory, this trajectory shaped Zig Zag.
That is why this method is also often called the Zig Zag Cryptogra-
phy. The Rail Fence is a simple example of the transposition ciphers
and very weak encryption system which means it can be easily
cryptanalyzed [30] .

Example: Encrypting NOTHING IS AS IT SEEMS by first writing
it in a dualistic line, which will result to a zig-zag pattern which is
also called a rail fence. The ciphertext is produced by transcribing
the first row followed by the second row.

N
O
T

H
I

N
G

I
S

A
S

I
T

S
E

E
M

S

Cipertext: NTIGS STEMO HNIAI SES
To decrypt, write half the letters on one line, half on the second.

(Note that if there are an odd number of letters, include the “middle”
letter on the top line [28].

Researchers [7] [14] [15] have proposed a combination of Rail
cipher with other ciphers (Caesar and substitution respectively)
to improve its security. In this study the researcher is proposing a
merger of columnar cipher with the technique of rail cipher.

2. Wills
A will is a legal document that is written by an individual (the

testator or will-maker) that dictates how the property or/and assets
will be distributed upon the death of the individual. A will also
directs any estate taxes that you may owe, appoints a person to
administer your estate based on your requests or state law (execu-
tor/executrix), and appoints a guardian for minor children among
other things. If you have any assets, you should create a will to
ensure that those assets go to the people you intend to have them
[31], [32]

2.1 Electronic Will.
An ‘electronic will’ is a last will and testament created on a com-
puter, authenticated with a digital identifier, and stored on elec-
tronic media rather than putting it on pen and paper. The testator
signs the will electronically and then the witnesses sign electron-
ically and remotely. The will is then notarized electronically and
presumably stored electronically. [33], [34]

An electronic will is created and maintained in an electronic
record and includes the date and electronic signature of the testator.
Additionally, the will must include either an authentication char-
acteristic of the testator, an electronic signature and seal from a
notary public, or electronic signatures from two or more attesting
witnesses. An authentication characteristic is defined as a charac-
teristic unique to a certain person and “capable of measurement and
recognition in an electronic record as a biological aspect of or phys-
ical act performed by that person. Authentication characteristics
include the following: “a fingerprint, a retinal scan, voice recog-
nition, facial recognition, video recording, a digitized signature
or other commercially reasonable authentication using a unique
characteristic of the person.” [35], [36]

2.2 Advantages of Electronic Will
Electronic will execution could offer many advantages. An elec-
tronic document may be more conveniently executed as it does not
require travel, the prospect of which may prevent certain groups
such as individuals with disabilities or the elderly from executing
or updating a will altogether. Electronic documents can be easily
located and may be accessed from anywhere with just a few clicks,
which is significantly more convenient than attempting to locate
estate planning documents in a decedent’s home or safety deposit
box [37].

2.3 Electronic Signatures for electronic will
Although Morse code and the telegraph were used to electronically
accept agreements from the mid-1800s, the use of electronic signa-
tures (as we now known them) first arose in the mid-1990s. The
internet was gaining popularity, and becoming a common arena in
which to conduct business. The lack of regulations, and the rise of
differing rules to govern online transactions, created confusion, and
the legality of online agreements was constantly being questioned
[38].

Countries around the world quickly responded by introducing
legal frameworks for the use of electronic signatures. From 1998
onwards, many countries began introducing electronic and digital
signatures legislation and, in 2001, the United Nations Commission
on International Trade Law released the UNCITRAL Model Law
on Electronic Signatures (the Model Law). This model law aims
to ‘assist States in establishing a modern, harmonized and fair
legislative framework to address effectively the legal treatment of
electronic signatures and give certainty to their status.’

In 1999, the Australian government passed the Electronic Trans-
actions Act 1999 (Cth) as ‘part of its strategic framework for the
development of the information economy in Australia’.43 The Elec-
tronic Transactions Act was based on the Model Law. Each Aus-
tralian state and territory government promptly followed suit [38].
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A digital signature is an electronic signature that uses an en-
crypted digital certificate to authenticate the identity of the signer,
and guarantees that the contents of a message have not been altered
in transit. The signature is bound to the document with encryption,
and everything can be verified using underlying technology known
as public key infrastructure (PKI) [38].

2.4 Digital Signatures
To achieve authentication and non-repudiation using cryptography,
digital signatures are used. In other words, to assure that a specific
person/device has sent a specific message, it needs to be digitally
signed, just like letters would be imprinted with a special seal and
signed by hand of the sender in former times. A digital signature is a
method for digitally signing data with, perhaps evenmore, certainty
of identity than a handwritten letter. Formally, this authenticates
the message sent, ensures that the sender cannot deny having sent
it and also ensures senders identity [10].

There are essentially two types of digital signature algorithms,
those that require the original message as input for the verification
algorithm, and those that do not. In the latter case, the original
message is recovered from the signature itself [10].

C. Cryptanalysis
Cryptanalysis refers to the study of ciphers, cipher text, or cryp-

tosystems with a view to finding sequences, statistics and weak-
nesses in them that will permit retrieval of the plaintext from the
cipher text, without necessarily knowing the key or the algorithm.
This is known as breaking the cipher, cipher text, or cryptosystem.
The word breaking the cipher can be interchangeably used with the
term weakening the cipher. That is to find a property or fault in the
design of the encryption algorithm which would help the attacker
to reduce the number of keys that he should try while performing
brute force attack to break the code. For example, consider a sym-
metric key algorithm that uses a key of length 2∧128 bits which
implies that a brute force attack would require the attacker to try
all 2∧128 possible combinations to be certain of finding the correct
key to convert the cipher text into plaintext, which is not possible
since it will take thousands of years to try out each and every key.
However, a cryptanalysis of the cipher text reveals a method that
would allow the plaintext to be found in 2∧20 rounds. While it is yet
not broken, it is now much weaker and the plaintext can be found
with comparatively very less number of tries [39]. The strategy
used by the cryptanalysis depends on the nature of the encryption
scheme and the information available to the cryptanalyst.

1. Ciphertext-Only Attack
In this case, the attacker knows only the ciphertext and the

algorithms used. This is the most difficult scenario for an attacker.
Based on the ciphertext, techniques such as the frequency analysis
can be used to gain information about the plaintext. If a simple
substitution was used on an English plaintext of reasonable length,
the attacker can perform a frequency analysis. This is because
the statistical information in the plaintext leaks through a simple
substitution [18].

From statistics, the letter ’E’ is the most common letter. The
attacker can compute frequency counts in the obtained ciphertext.
Based on this frequency counts, the most commonly seen letter

in the ciphertext is an ’E’. So, the attacker can try to guess a few
letters based on frequency until some words are recognized [18].

2. Known Plaintext Attack.
In a known plaintext attack, the attacker also knows some plain-

text along with the ciphertext and the algorithms. This increases
the probability of success of the attack, compared to the ciphertext
only case. In general, the complete plaintext is not known and only
a part of the plaintext is known. The attacker probably knows some
words or letters and their the corresponding ciphertexts. The goal is
to attack the system using these known plaintexts. This is a practi-
cal attack, because in the real-world situations the attacker is likely
to know some plaintext. For example, the encrypted email header.
As email uses a stereotypical header, the attacker can guess some
plaintext corresponding to come ciphertext [18]. As some of the
plaintext is known, the attacker need not perform an exhaustive
key search as in the ciphertext? only case. The work factor is lesser
than an exhaustive search.

3. Chosen Plaintext Attack.
This is an attack when the attacker has an option to use the

plaintext of his choice to be encrypted and observe the correspond-
ing ciphertexts. This provides more information to the attacker and
hence, reduces the security of the cryptosystem. It is the best case
from the attacker’s perspective to figure the key. This type of attack
is feasible in real world. A variant of the chosen? plaintext attack
is the lunch time attack. Suppose that an authorized user forgets to
log out of the system during a break, the attacker can gain access to
a system and conduct this attack. An adaptively chosen? plaintext
attack is also possible, in which the attacker selects the current
plaintext based on the previous ciphertext. This would make the
attacking the cipher much more simpler [18].

3 METHODOLOGY
A. Modified Columnar Transposition Encryption Algorithm

Create an N by N matrix
Input plaintext
Pick a key P which would equal the number of columns you

would want to split text to.
Create cyphertext, rather than assembling text sequentially for

each row as in columnar cipher, you assemble the first line from all
the paragraphs till it reaches the original amount of characters

Therefore, if it is reversed in a columnar format it wouldn’t make
intelligible text as in columnar cipher.

B. Mathematical Model of New Approach
Encryption function:

P1Q1 + P3Q1 + P5Q1 + P7Q1 + P9Q1 + P2Q1 + P4Q1 + P6Q1
+P8Q1 ∩ P1Q2 + P3Q2 + P5Q2 + P7Q2 + P9Q2 + P2Q2 + P4Q2
+P6Q2 + P8Q2 ∩ P1Qn + P3Qn + P5Qn + P7Qn + P9Qn
+P2Qn + P4Qn + P6QN + P8QN

(1a)

∑k

(n=1)

[∑
(i=1)

[
P(2i−1)Qn

]
+
] ∑

(i=2)

[
P(2n)Qn

]
(1b)

Two layers of content permutation would be applied, the indi-
vidual permutated cipher texts would be permutated two again,
with separate sequences for each iteration and unique keys for each
part and sequence. These set of keys are kept with the primary
beneficiaries, delivered to them through a secure channel such that
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Figure 1: Ciphertext= NSSDITENT OMICDHROI TONOIEORO HRCNTWUAU IEESYOSNA NDRCRTCS GAEILHET
INIEDAAU NGGNINNP

even if their cipher text is gotten, it would still need those set of
keys to decrypt.

Encryption Function =

P =Pi1+Pii1+iii1=P1′i.ii.iii (2a)

Two Layer Content Encryption=

P1′i.ii.iii = P1′i.iii.ii = P1′ii.iii.i (2b)

Decryption Function.

P =
k∑

n=1

∑
i=1

R2i−1 C +
∑
1=2

R2n Cn (3a)

Using Plaintext;
NOTHING IN THE WORLD IS MORE DANGEROUS THAN

SINCERE IGNORANCE AND CONSCIENTIOUS STUPIDITY
Divide text into strings of nine characters, which will result in

an m by n matrix
In Section 3.0 Java was used to implement mathematical formula.

See Figure 2 below

4 RESULT AND TESTING
In order to get a better overview of this research, the Will used was
an extract from a mock up gotten from a legal chambers in Lagos
south-western Nigeria, since it is an extract just a part of it was
taken hence the numbering starting from 5.The section of the Will
is stated below;

5. I hereby bequeath my real estate property at No 20 Jaiye
Oyedotun Street, Magodo GRA 2, Lagos State to my son, Mr. Jeffery
Omeike (Front House).

6. I hereby bequeath my house which Papa gave me at Emuhu
Delta State to my brother, Mr. Sunday Omeike.

7. I hereby bequeath my land at Old Lagos-Asaba road, Emuhu,
Delta State to my son, Mr. Greg Omeike absolutely.

Spaces would be taken out from text to make encryption across
cryptosystems uniform thereby making the number of characters
the same (for space counting and none space counting systems,
matrix and non-matrix systems), this would also increase accuracy
of decryption.

5.IHEREBYBEQUEATHMYREALESTATEPROPERTYATNO20
JAIYEOYEDOTUNSTREET,MAGODOGRA2,LAGOSSTATETOMYSON,

Figure 2: Putting Will in Matrix for Encryption

MR.JEFFERYOMEIKE(FRONTHOUSE). 6.IHEREBYBEQUEATH-
MYHOUSEWHICHPAPAGAVEMEATEMUHUDELTASTATETO-
MYBROTHER,MRSUNDAYOMEIKE. 7.IHEREBYBEQUEATHMY-
LANDATOLDLAGOSASABAROAD, EMUHU, DELTASTATETO-
MYSON,MRGREGOMEIKEABSOLUTELY.

A. Encryption of Will using three-layer encryption system
In the Figure 1 below we find the will converted to matrices for

encryption, closely followed by Figure 2 that shows the first layer
of encryption using the data in Figure 1 above using the improved
columnar cipher.

CIPHERTEXT;Il0,tOheutIddmsupo2MnegadusleheJMemewhhha,
yoeet,rtaatae-tgesaaterhueetEslaruL.HtveyaAaOrtigoieiDrrOmouttna
JohetOtsSmeayomkbce,elunthySgeummomhatebedyeyhlMbdh,
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Figure 3: First Layer of Encryption using Improved Colum-
nar Cipher technique

Figure 4: Second level of encryption using cipher text from
first level as plaintext and content permutation and cryp-
tosystem

ematofsyemembaiyeOos(bPtryLuMlytrsfehayiyatkbpyGoFeaaSba,
ryrNeSe)otbklreeereRnrqpSuegDG.eoetr.uEreaotaqodA,ouatnqoera2
tayIsmo.naob

Figure 5: Third Level of encryption

CIPHERTEXT; 0,tOheutIldmsupo2MIdgaduslehneMemewhhhe
Jyoeet,rta,tae-tgesaaterhueetaalaruL.HtEsyaAaOrtiveieiDrrOmgottna
JoheoutsSmeayotObce,elunmkySgeummothatebtedymhhlMbdh,
eeytofsyememaaiyeOos(mbtryLuMlybPsfehayiytrkbpyGoFeatSba,
ryrNaae)otbklreSereRnrqpeeegDG.eoeSu.uEreaottrodA,ouataqoera2
taynqmo.naob!Is

FINALCIPHERTEXT;tOheutIl,0supo2MIdmdduslehneagmewhhhe
JeMeet,rta,oye- tgesaaatrhueetaaetruL.HtEsalAaOrtiveayiDrrOmgoeina
JoheouttSmeayotOste,elunmkcbgeummothSyebtedymhtaMbdh,
eeylhfsyememaotyeOos(mbiayLuMlybPrtehayiytrfspyGoFeatbka,
ryrNaabSotbklreS)eeRnrqpeereDG.eoeSugeEreaottru.A,ouataqdora2
taynqeo.naob!Isom

B. Analysis of performance of Researches Cryptosystem Against
other popular Crypto systems used for last Will and Testament

Digital signatures, Transposition, Caesar and public key cryp-
tosystems, for testing in this phase we would use Caesar, transpo-
sition cipher and public key crypto system (RSA) against the new
system using the same will from IV.. Encryption would be done
using CrypTool 2.0.

In this layer of testing brute force testing is used for cryptanalysis
of all the ciphertext.

CIPHER TEXT GOTTEN FROM CAESAR CIPHER
5. S roboli loaeokdr wi bokv ocdkdo zbyzobdi kd Xy 20 Tksio

Yionydex Cdbood, Wkqyny QBK 2, Vkqyc Cdkdo dy wi cyx, Wb.
Toppobi Ywosuo (Pbyxd Ryeco).

6. S roboli loaeokdr wi ryeco grsmr Zkzk qkfo wo kd Owere
Novdk Cdkdo dy wi lbydrob, Wb Cexnki Ywosuo.

7. S roboli loaeokdr wi vkxn kd Yvn Vkqyc-Kcklk bykn, Owere,
Novdk Cdkdo dy wi cyx, Wb Qboq Ywosuo klcyvedovi.

KEY: 10, KEY MAPPING; A->K
CIPHER TEXT GOTTEN FROM TRANSPOSITION SYSTEM
IRYQAMEEAPPTT2AEETSEMOG2GSTOSMEEOIFNOEHEBUTYU

WCAGEAMULSTOBTRSDOI7EBEEHLDOLOSAAMULSTOSMROIA
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Table 1: Analysis of Performance of Proposed System against other system

s/n Cryptosystem Crypt Analysis
scheme

Decryption key Time taken to
decode(secs)

% Similarity
of characters

Difference of characters
(Symbols)

%word
accuracy

1 Caesar Cipher Known
Cryptosystem
attack

Test all possible
offsets (brute
force)

2.98 100 0 100

2 Transposition
Cryptosystem

Known
Cryptosystem
attack

Try all
permutations
(Brute force up
to size 6)

9.32 92.62 22 100

3 2 Layer
Transposition
Cryptosystem

Known
Cryptosystem
attack

Try all
permutations
(Brute force up
to size 6)

3.90 2.68 544 0

4 3 Layer
Transposition
Cryptosystem

Known
Cryptosystem
attack

Try all
permutations
(Brute force up
to size 6)

4.92 1.59 557 0

5 Proposed system
3 – layer
Encryption

Known
Cryptosystem
attack

Try all
permutations
(Brute force up
to size 6)

3.69 0.71 563 0

OTY5EBEEHRLTEORAOJYYONRTGOAASATYNJFYEEOHSIRYQ
AMOEIPAVEEHEAATYOERNYEEHEBUTYNTDGABOEHEAATY
NGGEESULHEBUTYASTREYN0IODUTEADRLOTEMORFRMKR
TU6EBEEHHSHHP AMTUDTTEMRHMUAMKIRYQAMAALAS
ARDUDTTEMOREMKBLE

KEY: key = (2,1,3)-1
CIPHER TEXT GOTTEN FROM 2-LAYER TRANSPOSITION
RAEP2EEGSSEFEBYCEUTTD7ELLAUTMITEELOOYROSYFESY

MIVHAONEBYDBHANEUETSE0DERTORR6EHHMDEHAIQAARD
ERKEIQEPTESOGOEIOETWGMSBSIBHOSMSSOO5EREAYN
GATJEHRAEAEAYREETTAEAYGSHUARNOTDOMFK UBH-
HAUTRUKYMLAUTOMLYMATATM2TMONH UUAALOROEE-
DOALORAYBHTRJOTAANYOIQOPEETEYHUNGOETGELBYTY-
IUALERMTEESPTTMMMRAASDTMEB

KEY: key = (2,1,3)-1, key = (2,1,3)-1
CIPHER TEXT GOTTEN FROM 3-LAYER TRANSPOSITION
A2GEBETEAMEORYSIAEDAUSDTRHDAADKQTOEEGBBSS5E

NTHEAETASAOOKHUUMUMMA2OUAREARBRTNIPTHGTLT
UETSTMATBRPESECT7LTTLYSEMHNYHET0RREMHQRRIPS
OOWSIOSORYAEAERTEGUNDFBARYAOYTMMHAOEOOYT
OAOOEYNEEYILMETMADEEESFYUDLUIEOOFYVOBBNEEE
O6HEIAEEEEGITMSHMOEAGJRAYEAYHRTMUHTKLTLAT
TNULODLAHJAYQEEUOGBYAREPMRSM

KEY: key = (2,1,3)-1, key = (2,1,3)-1, key = (2,1,3)-1
From the table above the researcher discovered that there is no

correlation direct between time taken to decode and the percentage
similarity of the characters in multi-layer transposition ciphers, this
goes to say that the fact that it took a longer time does not mean
it would decrypt more and vice versa. However, correlation goes
across board, in the sense that the percentage similarity of charac-
ters affects directly the characters difference and word accuracy.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper the researcher has presented how to implement in-
crease the security of columnar cipher by merging it the rail cipher
technique.

Although both ciphers on their own are weak a combination of
both techniques as the researcher has shown above would increase
the security of the system with about ninety percent, it can also
be deduced that time taken to decrypt seems to have no direct
relationship with the number of layers.

This study indicates that an improvement in the columnar trans-
position system and combining it with two layers of computation
brings the similarity of text, that is accuracy of character placement
when tested on real life wills to less than one percent (0.71 to be
exact), whilst other systems score above one percent, the lowest
being 1.59%. This is consistent with [47] who believes that multiple
layers increases security, [48]who supports the use of slightly dif-
ferent layers and [39] who supports using modified cryptosystems
to improve security, finally it shows that classical ciphers can be
improved to reduce statistical properties that make them easy to
cryptanalyze, which according to [49] was a major drawback.
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